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ctrl (“ StrassenSi $ze$“, $n$ ) $n$ $n$ Strassen-Winograd
([10],[11],[12],[13]) $Risa/Asir$ CPU
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$n$ $n$ 1 $A,$ $B$
1:
$Risa/Asir$ Strassen-Winograd $A$ $B$
CPU:AMD Phenom 9750 $X4(2400MHz)$ : $4GB$ FreeBSD
82Stable amd64
1785 2012 162-166 162
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1 $Risa/Asir$ Strassen-Winograd
2 3 CPU:AMD AthlonXP $3200+(2200MHz)$ :
$512MB$ FreeBSD 5.2 Stable $4$ 5 [14]
Strassen-Winograd AthlonXP Case II









$A=$ $A_{11}A_{21}$ $A_{12}A_{22})=$ $A_{21}A_{11}^{1}I$ $0I)$ $A_{11}0$ $0)$ $0I$ $A_{11_{I}}^{1}A_{12})$
$($ $=A_{22}$ $A_{21}A_{11}^{1}A_{12})$ LDU







$n$ $n$ $a_{ij}=rand\sigma m$ $x$ $A$
CPU :AMD Phenom 9750 $X4(2400MHz)$ : $4GB$ FreeBSD S.2 Stable
amd64 6 Strassen
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